
Looking for information about
community economic development in
Canada is like going to a general
store. You think that what you’re
after just isn’t there – but like as not,
you’re wrong. A lot of valuable
inventory is just tucked away
somewhere among the shelves and
boxes, waiting to be organized and
displayed. The same goes for CED
knowledge and experience.
Somewhere out there, someone
probably has had first-hand
experience with the approach you’re
inquiring about, but that experience
has yet to be documented.

But things are starting to change.
The recent telephone survey of 340
CED organizations undertaken by
the Canadian Community Economic
Development Network (CCEDNet)
represents a significant step in getting
our “store” ready for a new, higher
level of activity. This research starts
the process of identifying, assembling,
and organizing this body of experi-
ence and knowledge into a place and
form where we all can make better
use of it.

The first result of this survey is
scheduled for release this autumn: a
Profile of Community Economic
Development in Canada.

CCEDNet profiles our growing & dynamic sector

What’s“In Store”
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The Profile reports on three principal
themes: the nature, size, and scope of the
sector. The nature of the sector estab-
lishes a typology for CED organizations,
their distribution and maturity, enumer-
ates their activities, and identifies proven
practices and barriers to growth. The size
of the sector is described in terms of
employees and volunteers as well as size
of budget and revenue sources. The scope
of CED is revealed by identifying
beneficiaries and outcomes.

Creating a single, meaningful profile
from 340 responses has required some
discipline. Common to all was an
understanding of community economic
development as

Apart from that, the respondents
were very diverse: small and large
operations; incorporated as public,

local action and strategies
creating economic opportunities and enhancing
social conditions in an inclusive and sustainable
manner.

private, and civil agencies; located in rural
and urban communities.

The challenge has been to create a
portrait of the sector while permitting
people to make a reasonable comparison
of particulars.

Take operational funding, for
example. Delving into these details
enables the entire sector to establish
medians and averages of core funding by
organization type nationally while
comparing specifics concerning location
and activities. This makes possible a
discussion of cost drivers and appropriate
financial supports. CED organizations
can advance informed arguments locally
and nationally using a common vocabu-
lary and determine the agenda for further
questioning.

Here is a sample of highlights from
the Profile, and some reflections on their
significance for the CED sector.
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Diagram 1: Geography of CED in Canada
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Where We’re At

A Component of
Civil Society

Deep Roots, New Shoots

Relative to the distribution of Canada’s
population, regions outside of Ontario
and Quebec were overrepresented in the
response to the CED survey. In addition,
many more survey respondents were
located in rural areas of Canada (47%)
compared with the rural share of popula-
tion (28%). CED organizations and
initiatives seem to be an important
response to rural and regional disadvan-
tage. (See Diagram 1.)

Most survey respondents are registered as
nonprofit societies, co-operatives,
charities, or unincorporated groups, and
are therefore an important component of
Canada’s civil society, or“the voluntary
sector” (Diagram 2).

Co-operatives form a significant
component of the CED sector. The
adoption of “Concern for Community” as
a seventh co-operative principle and
interest in engaging co-operatives in
community economic development, will
likely be important in the future. The large
number of “unincorporated” groups
suggests that organizational development
for the CED sector is another area for
attention.

“For profit” organizations, especially
technical assistance providers and
consulting groups, continue to be an
important aspect of the sector. There are
also signs of municipal engagement in
CED which will be the subject of further
CCEDNet research in the near future.

Nearly a of respondents have been in
operation for more than 15 years (Dia-
gram 3). However, over half of respon-
dents reported that their organizations
have only been in existence for the last ten
years. This speaks to recent growth in the
sector, especially in B.C. and the Atlantic
Provinces, where around 65% of respon-
dents represented organizations created
since 1994. This growth, and the relatively
young age of CED organizations, suggest
that peer learning and development is
going to continue to be a major priority.

third

Where The Action Is

The survey asked participants to
describe their three main CED activi-
ties. Here, we have grouped the
responses in terms of frequency. The
most common activities reported were
related to community capacity building,
followed by human capital development,
enterprise development, promoting
collaboration, and then providing access
to capital. (See Diagram 4, next page.)

Function & Focus

Respondents were mainly (68%) commu-
nity economic development organizations
involved in local services to local people
(Diagram 5, next page). Of these most
were involved in CED as part of an array
of services to meet the needs of a particu-
lar group in the community (for example,
an employment and training organization
serving women or EI recipients with a
range of supports to meet their needs).

Diagram 2: Legal Structure of CED Organizations
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The Profile reports on three principal themes: the nature, size, &
scope of the CED sector. The nature of the sector establishes a
typology for CED organizations, their distribution & maturity,
enumerates their activities, & identifies practices & barriers to
growth. The size of the sector is described in terms of employees &
volunteers as well as size of budget & revenue sources. The scope of
CED is revealed by identifying beneficiaries & outcomes.
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The second most common were
organizations involved in a single
function with a single group (for
example, self-help groups or housing co-
ops who use CED as a part of their
work). A very distant third were CED
groups that provide a range of services to
all residents of a specific community and
quite often have CED as an organizing
principle for their work.

Another small group of respondents
(the“emergent” category) are just getting
involved in CED as an adjunct to their
main services and role (e.g., mental
health associations or neighbourhood
recreation groups becoming involved in
economic self sufficiency). Finally fully a
third of respondents can be defined as
conveners, intermediaries, or technical
assistance providers (including networks,
funders, and regional intermediaries).

Many Are Called,
Few Get Paid

Most of the CED organizations that
responded to the survey (77%) have ten
staff or less, and over half have less than
six (Diagram 6, next page). This clearly
reflects the many issues that have been
raised in CCEDNet consultations about
capacity for CED and CED organizations.

The survey also reveals the important
role CED groups have in mobilizing
citizen engagement and volunteer
contributions to their communities. The
ratio of full-time equivalent staff to
volunteers is 5.6:1. CED groups reported
that their work involved over 19,000
volunteers, with full time equivalent staff
of 3,410. Volunteer engagement is
particularly high in the Prairies and
Québec.

An Enterprising Sector

The survey collected information on the
respondents’ annual revenue and the
sources of that revenue. In total the CED
sector as surveyed has an“economy” valued
at $194.5 million. The leverage of govern-
ment investment is very high, with almost
$1 raised from nongovernment sources for
every government dollar. This is particu-
larly impressive given the nature of the
work of most of these organizations,
working in and with disadvantaged
communities and populations (Diagram 7,
next page).

Of course this data doesn’t capture
other outcomes. The employment and
income generated from CED activities, and
the government savings associated with
reducing poverty, is not measured here. Yet
it represents the real contribution of CED
to the economy.
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Diagram 4: Types of CED Activity
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That research will have to wait for
further resources. But even this limited
budgetary information reveals the enter-
prising nature of the sector and its capacity
to generate investment.

To facilitate ongoing networking and peer
learning among practitioners as well as
future research, a subset of the survey
results are now available in CCEDNet’s
CED Directory, now on-line at
www.ccednet-rcdec.ca. The Directory
provides the contact information of all
survey participants, their statements of
purpose and description of main activities
(in full), and effective practices. Entries are
in both English and French, and searchable
by urban or rural situation, province,
CCEDNet membership status, and name.

We will update the Directory regularly.
In fact, any CED organization or practitio-
ner can make new entries on-line. The
project was funded by the Rural Secretariat
of Agriculture Canada and CEDTAP, with
major in-kind contributions from
CCEDNet volunteers.

The survey and Profile are important
steps in understanding the size, scope, and
significance of the Canada’s growing CED
sector and its developing characteristics.
The discussion is now open, and with it
the opportunity exists to further CED in
Canada as an approach of choice for the
promotion of the well-being of all
Canadians. Through committees and
upcoming regional presentations,
CCEDNet members will shortly engage
further with the research outcomes and on
what more we need to know and articulate
to funders, governments, and other
stakeholders.

Your feedback is welcome! The more
practitioners and organizations that add
themselves to the Directory, the more
information and opportunities we will
create for learning from one another. Our
thanks to the hundreds of people who
have participated and given us advice!

The Directory

COLIN MACINNES is a CED consultant with

Consortia Development Group and member of

the Canadian CED Network Research Advisory

Committee. NICOLE CHALAND is Research Co-

ordinator and RUPERT DOWNING is Executive

Director of the Canadian CED Network

(CCEDNet). CCEDNet’s toll-free line is 877-202-

2268. Visit its website at www.ccednet-rcdec.ca.

What Now?

Without action, interesting results remain just that - interesting. CCEDNet would

appreciate your suggestions about how we now use the Profile’s findings.

How can we use them to guide or focus future research into CED in Canada?

How can we use them to increase awareness of the concepts and values of CED

in different regions and constituencies?

How can we use them to build support for CED principles and practice among

governments, corporate bodies, nonprofit organizations, interest groups, political

leaders, and the electorate?

Go to www.ccednet-rcdec.ca and click on “What’s

New” to make your suggestions on-line or by e-

mail. We want to hear from you!
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Diagram 6: Size of CED Organizations (%)
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